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ABSTRACT 
The Minkowski addition, @, is a natural generalization of vector addition. 
However, @ and scalar multiplication do not follow all the usual laws of vector 
space operations. This is reflected upon the properties of a new operation, o , which 
maps vector sets into vector sets. The study of a linear iterative process (with o 
acting recurrently on vector sets) brings out the outstanding value of vector balls and 
convex hulls for obtaining explicit solutions or bounds. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of the Minkowski sum of two sets, which has long played a 
role in the theory of convex bodies, is emerging as an important unifying 
concept in a variety of applications. We may mention: 
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(1) Roundoff analysis performed by interval mathematics. See Mayer [ll] 
and Nickel [ 141. 
(2) The sensitivity synthesis of linear time invariant feedback systems in 
the complex domain. See Najfeld [13]. 
(3) Various problems in computational geometry. See Najfeld 1131. 
(4) Studies of geometrical generative procedures. See Vitale [15]. 
Accordingly, this paper is devoted to a study of linear difference equa- 
tions (with respect to the Minkowski @) in set variables or vector set 
variables. In the first three sections a compilation is made of the basic 
properties of the relevant operations. Most are well known, but a few may 
be new, and the reader may find the compilation useful, as the individual 
results are scattered. It should be pointed out that this compilation is not 
exhaustive. Section 4 contains results on the iteration of n-dimensional vector 
balls, pursued through the method of the Walsh-Minkowski lemma. In Sets. 
5 and 6, further generalizations are presented, relating to complex Minkow- 
ski iteration and to block Minkowski iteration. 
In the last section, we limit ourselves to Markovian iteration wherein the 
iterating matrix is of ergodic type. This section is part of a more general 
program to study those processes which convert chaotic or arbitrary config- 
urations into configurations which exhibit globally recognizable features. 
What is at stake here is the ultimate and possibly uniform convexification of 
nonconvex figures. 
Notation and Definitions 
Spaces and Sets. R denotes the real and Iw+ the nonnegative real line; 
@ is the complex plane, and Cd (Rd) stands for d-dimensional complex (real) 
Euclidean space. 
d&Y,... E @ denote constants; unless stated otherwise, all constants are 
assumed complex. 
a,b,c,... E Cd denote vectors. 
A,B,C,... indicate sets or matrices. Unless stated otherwise, all sets are 
assumed bounded and E Cd. 
Q) kxn (IL!, .,) is the space of all k x n matrices over the complex (real) 
field. 
Set Operations. A@B= {zlz= a+ b, a EA, bE B} denotes the 
Minkowski sum of two sets; the operation @ denotes Minkowski addition. 
aA={zIz=cya, aEA, aE@}. 
A\B={zlzEA, zBB} is the set difference. 
AaB={zlzEA,zEB,z~AnB} isthesymmetricsetdifference. 
co(A)=convex hull of a set A={zjz=ta+(l-t)b; aEA, bEA, 
o<t<1>. 
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1. ALGEBRAIC OPERATIONS WITH @ 
The following is a partial listing of properties of the Minkowski addition. 
Proofs are supplied where appropriate. 
1. aA, A @ B and aA @ /3B are convex compact sets if A and B are. 
2. Associativity of 03: 
A@(B@C)=(A@B)@C. 
3. Commutativity of @: 
A@B=B@A. 
(1) 
(2) 
4. LXstributivity of scalar multiplication with respect to @: 
a(A@B)=aA@aB, aEUI. (3) 
5. Subdistributivity of (+ , +, CD): 
(a+P)AcaACBPA, a,P E@ (4 
with equulity if 
a=@, aelR+. (5) 
Proof, If aEA, then (a+p)aE(a+P)A. On the other hand, aa+pa 
l aA@flA, so that every (a+P)aEaA@DA. In the special case a=@, 
u E R +, the property (3) implies set equality. n 
The “cause” of subdistributivity is the relative rotation (see Fig. 1) 
a%(a)-q(P)fO. 
When =g(a) = =g( P). ~4 and /3A are subjected to the same “rotation” [I3, 
Chapter II]. 
As a consequence, we have 
6. Nonexistence of the inverse with respect to @: 
A@(-A)>O. (6) 
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FIG. 1. 
FIG. 2. 
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The coefficients multiplying the sets in (6) are a = 1 and p = - 1 = ehr. 
The set A @ (- A) is a centrally symmetric figure because of the reflection 
(e”) [9, Chapter 21 (see also Fig. 2 for illustration). 
7. Cancellation law: 
A@BcA@C w BcC (7) 
with equality if and only if B = C. 
If V is a subspace of Cd and t E Cd, the dimension of the coset T= t 03 V 
is defined by dim T = dim( t @ V) = dim V. 
DEFINITION 1. The vector dimension of a bounded set A is the dimen- 
sion of the smallest (least number of linearly independent vectors) coset 
T = a El3 V which contains it, or 
dimA=dim(A@V)=dimV. (8) 
From the invariance of vector dimension under translation one can arrive at 
8. Bounds on the vector dimension of the Minkowski sum: 
max(dimA,dimB)<dim(A@B)<min(dimA+dimB,d). (9) 
Proof. Left inequality: dimA = dim(A@z) VZE Cd; in particular, this 
holds for each ZE B; therefore, as a continuum, dim(A @B) > dimA. The 
same argument, applied to B, implies that the dim(AG3 B) > dimB: jointly, 
they express the left-hand side of (9). 
Right inequality: Since A c Cd and B c cd, dim(A G3 B) cannot exceed d 
(by the definition of A G3 B). Let TA, TB be the smallest cosets containing A, B 
respectively, so that A @B c TA G3 TB. Therefore, 
dim(A@B)<dim(T,@T,) 
=dim[ (a@V’)@(b@ V,)] 
= dim( V, @ Vz) 
=dimV,+dimV,-dim(V,n Vz) 
<dimVi+dimV, 
=dimA+dimB. 
The upper bounds above represent the right-hand side of (9). W 
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Clearly, the upper bound in (9) can be improved if dim( Vin V,) = K is 
taken into account; then the right-hand side in (9) takes the form dimA + 
dim B - K, which is always <d. 
For further information on the Minkowski addition, see [6, Chapter II], 
[7], [12]; for Minkowski subtraction, [7, Chapter 41. 
2. SET OPERATIONS WITH @ 
The standard set operations and Minkowski addition do not necessarily 
commute. The following Iist indicates some of the properties of such combi- 
nations. 
1. ZfA= ; Ai, B = c; Bi, then 
i=l i-1 
A@B= g A,@B,, (16) 
i,j-1 
Proof. > : It is sufficient to consider only the simplest case, i.e. A @(B, 
u B,), since the equation (10) follows by induction. By (7), A@ B, CA@ B 
and A@B,cA@B. This implies that (A@Bi)u(A@B,)c(A@B). 
c:LetzEA~B.Thenz=a+b,aEA,bEB.IfbEB,,thenzEA~B,, 
andifbEBs,thenxEA@B,,sothatifbEB,uB,,thenzE(A@B,)u(A@ 
B,), orA@B c(A@B,)u(A@B,). n 
As a corollary, 
2. For any a,/3 EC, 
aA@PB= g aAi@j3Bi. 
i,i-1 
3. ZfA= fi A,,B= h Bi,then 
i=l i=l 
(11) 
A@BC K Ai@Bf* (12) 
i,f=l 
Proof, Let ZEA@B. Then z=a+b, aEA,, i=l,..., k, bEBt, i= 
1 ,..., Z.Thisimpliesthatn~Ai63Bjtli,i=1 ,..., k,Z,sothatzEn:f,,Ai~BI. 
n 
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FIG. 3. 
As a corohy, 
4. For any a,@ EC 
a.A@pBc ? LyA,+PBj. 
&j-l 
(13) 
5. Let A=A,\A,,i.e.A={z:zEA,,z6?A,}. Then 
A~B=(A,\A,)~B~(A,~B)\(A,~B). (14 
Proof. A,=AuA, * A,@B=(A@B)u(A,&,B). The operation of set 
difference, performed on both sides of the last set equality (with A,@B), is 
possible only if tbe set equality is replaced by a set inequality, (A, Cl3 B)\A,@ 
B c A @B, since sets are only partially ordered by set inclusion. n 
6. Let A = A, AA, (symmetric difference). Then 
A@B=(A,~A,)$BI(A,@B)~(A,@B). (15) 
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Proof. 
(A,aAz)~B=[(A,uA,)\(A,nA,)]~B by (14) 
>[(A,uA,)~B]\[(A,nA,)~B] bY (10) 
=[(A@B)U(A,@B)]\[(A,nA,)@B)] bY (12) 
~[(A,~B)u(A,~B)]\[(A,$B)n(A,~B)] 
= (A,@B) a (~~63~). 
Some Properties of the Convex-HuU Operation 
By a partition of a set A we mean a collection of sets &CA, i=l,...,p 
such that A = u p_ ,Ai. 
co(aA) = ace(A). (16) 
Proof. Let co(A) = A u B; hence (Y co(A) = c& u d?. Since a partition of 
a set does not change under rotation and dilatation (such a transformation, 
called spiral symmetry, preserves ratios and angles in both magnitude and 
sign [2, $4.8]), then CXA u cuB must be a partition of the convex set co(&), 
that is, CO(CYA u aB) = co(d). n 
8. co(Au B)>co(A)uco(B) (17) 
with equality if B cco(A). 
FIG. 4. 
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Proof. A,B cAu B * co(A), co(B)cco(A u B) * co(A)uco(B)c 
co(AuB). n 
NOTE. It is possible to have equality, co(A u B) =co(A) uco(B), with 
I3 lzco(A) (see Fig. 4). 
9. co(AnB)cco(A)nco(B) 08) 
with equality if A c B(B CA), ur A and B are convex. 
Proof. A f~ B cco(A) n co(B). Taking the co of both sides results in 
co(A n B) c CO{ co(A) n co(B)} = co(A) n co(B). n 
10. co(A\B) cco(A) (19) 
with equality if B c A. 
11. co(AG3B)=co(A)G3co(B). (20) 
Proof. c: A cco(A), B cco(B) + ACBB cco(A)Clko(B). Taking the co 
of both sides, and using the convexity of the right-hand side, we have 
co(ACl3B)~co(A)@co(B). 
> : It is sufficient to consider t&e case of convex B. Assume B is convex, 
i.e., co(B) = B, and let A = co(A)\A, where A u A= co(A). Then, by (14), 
Taking co of both sides, co(A CI3 B) > co{ [co(A)@ B]\(x@ B)}, and invoking 
(19) as equality results in 
co(A~B)~co{co(A)G3B} =co(A)@B. (21) 
If B is not convex, interchange roles of A and B to arrive at the following 
inclusion: 
co(A~B)>co{AGko(B)}=ACIko(B). (22) 
Now the union of (21) and (22) proves the EJ part and hence (20). n 
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Combining (16) and (20), we arrive at 
12. co(c~A~~PB)=crco(A)@j3co(B) (23) 
for all a,/3 EC. 
Proof. 
co(aAcl3pB)=co(aA)cl3co( PB) 
=cuco(A)@pco(B). 
The following lemma, which we ascribe to Minkowski and Walsh, stated 
and proved in [lo, p. 751 for the complex plane, can be extended to Cd in a 
straightforward manner. 
13. LEMMA (Minkowski and Walsh). If the points zl,. ,.,z,, vay irw& 
pendently over the closed interiors of the balls B(c,,r,), . . . , B(c,,,r,,) cCd 
respectively, then the locus of a point 
where the ci E Cd, ri E R+, ai E @ ( i = 1,. . . ,n) are given centers, radii and 
arbitrary constants respectively, will be the closed interior of the ball B(c,r) 
whose center c is given by 
n 
c= c. aici (25) 
I=1 
and whose radius r is 
r= i (ailri. 
i=l 
Of course, in the present notation, the relation (24) can be rewritten by 
means of (25) and (26) as 
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Proof. It is sufficient to show two facts, interesting in their own right: 
(a) B(c,,~~)~B(c~,~~)=B(c~+c~.T~+~~), and 
(b) &(c,r)= B(ac,(cY]r). 
Property (a) follows from a representation of any ball B(c,r) as 
B(c,r)=c@B(O,r). (28) 
Thus, B( ci, ri) @ B(c,, rs) = ci 63 cs CB B(0, ri) @ B(0, rs). However, B(0, ri) @ 
B(O, rs) = B(O, ri + rs), a consequence of the facts that a ball, centered at 
origin, is the only convex body with a constant support function (equal to its 
radius), and that support functions have the additive property. Hence, 
B( ci. ri) CT9 B( c,, rs) = ci 69 cs @B(O, ri + ra) = B( ci + cs, r1 + r2), by (28). Property 
(b) follows from representation (28) and the fact that aB(O,r) = B(O,jojr) 
Va E @. The proof is completed using finite induction on (27) and associativ- 
ity (1). n 
Instead of working with standard vector norms, which return a single 
number as a (very crude) set measurement, it is more appropriate to measure 
sets in terms of some other, simpler, fixed sets. For Cd (or Rd), the 
d-dimensional ball is a very easy set to work with for the following reasons: 
(1) Simple geometry and easy visualization. 
(2) Two parameters (center and radius) are sufficient for complete 
characterization. 
Let A be any bounded set. Any ball B with the property that A c B will 
be called a circumball (as in [3, p. 761, where it is called a circumcircle) and 
will be denoted by BA, or B(cA,rA). (See Fig. 5.) This deviates from a usual 
FIG. 5. 
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terminology. Similarly, any ball [denoted BA, or B(cA,rA)] that has the 
property BA c A will be called an inball. Some of the properties of bounding 
balls are: 
14. Let P, Q cCd, a,/3 EC; then 
(29) 
and 
Proof. By definition, P c BP= B(cP,rP), Q c BQ=B(cQ,rQ). It follows 
from (7) that aP@PQ caBP@PB Q, which by the Minkowski-Walsh lemma 
can be explicitly calculated as in (29). Inclusion (30) is proved by the same 
argument. n 
Finally, it must be noted that even for balls the property (4) holds, 
namely, for any o, j3 E C 
(a+/i’)B(c,r)caB(c,~)@PB(c,r). (31) 
Since the left-hand side of (31) is equal to B((o+P)c,la +Plr) and the 
right-hand side is equal to B((a + P)c,(lal+ ( Pl)r), then the triangle inequal- 
ity implies the inclusion (31). 
3. LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS OF SETS AND VECTOR SETS 
If the scalar multiplication is replaced by a linear transformation, then 
one is led to a generalization of the results from the previous sections. Let 
WE@dxd* A cCd a nonempty bounded set. The linear transformation 
W: Cd+Cd, acting on a set A, 
WA={zlz=Wa,aEA}, 
is well defined. The following properties hold: 
(32) 
1. W(A@B)= WA@WB. (33) 
2. If w,,w,E@d.&, then 
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3. Let dimA = dims, where S is a subspace (defined in Sec. 1) of Cd, 
and denote the kl of W by ker( W). If K = dim( S n ker( W)), then 
dim(WA)=dimA-K. (35) 
Proof. Let s,,s,, . . . , .s,beabasisforS;thenthedim(WS)<m<d.More 
precisely, let Q = S n ker( W), and K -dimQ; then Ws=O, VsEQcS, so 
that dim (ws)=?TZ-K. Since dim(WS)=dim(WA), and m=dimA, it 
follows that dim( WA) = dimA - K. 4 
Combining (35) and a modification of (9), with A, c t,@ S,, A,c t2@S2, 
w,* w2 E @dxd and K~ = dim( S, n ker( W,)), ~~ = dim( S, n ker( W2)), K~ = 
dim( S, n S,), one has 
4. max(dimAr - q, dimA, - K~) < dim( W,A,@ W&a) 
<dimA,-~,+dirnA,-~~-~~ (36) 
5. co( WA) = Wco(A). (37) 
Proof. c: A cco(A) =+ WA c Wco(A). Hence co( WA) cco( Wco(A)) 
= Wco(A), since the last set is convex. 
3: Let z,,~,EA. Since co(A)={z(z=z,+A(~~-z,), A~[0,1], z,,z,EA}, 
then Wx E W co(A). But Wn = Wz, + X( Wz;, - Wn,) E co( WA), since 
Wz,, Wx, E WA. This implies co( WA) > Wco(A). n 
6. co( W,A, ‘3 W,A,) = W, co(A,) $ W,co(A,). (38) 
7. co( W,A, u W,A,) > Wp(A,) u W,co(A,). (39) 
8. CO( W,A, n W,A,) c W, CO@,) n W,co(A,). (40) 
Consider, instead of a single set, a finite number of nonempty bounded 
sets A r, . . . ,A, C Cd. One can form a column 
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called a vector set. For any two vector sets A and B define the sum and 
A,@B, WA, 
A,@B, WA, 
ACBB= 7 WA= * 
A,@% WA, 
Also, write AcB forAkcBk, k=l,..., n. 
_ 
Given any matrix W = [ wii] E C, x n, a new vector set B can be computed 
matrix (scalar) multiplication in the usual way: 
as follows: 
w,rArCI3 w,,A,@ - . . @w,A, 
The transformation (43) is certainly well defined and will be denoted by a 
small circle [to indicate a distinction from ordinary matrix vector multiplica- 
tion, as in (31) or (42)J: 
lE8= WOA. (44 
The operation 0 does not follow all the usual laws of linear transformations. 
The properties of special interest are as follows: 
9. W+UH@)=(W~A)@(W~B). 
Proof. Expansion of the right-hand side, associativity 
tion of A @ B are the steps in this proof. 
10. Let T and WEC,,,; then 
(45) 
of CB, and defini- 
n 
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Proof. It is sufficient to show inclusion for the kth component, k = 
1 ,***, n: 
The inclusion is a consequence of (4), and the equality follows from (1) and 
(2). H 
11. T~(W~A)~(zW)~A. (47) 
Proof, Again, it is sufficient to show inclusion for only the kth compo- 
nent of the vector set in (47). The expansion of the kth component of the 
right-hand side is @” 
I 
_,(E~_itkiwij)Aj. Interchange of scalar and Minkowski 
addition implies, by 4), the following: 
Since @T_iwirAj is the ith element of Wo A, the last set represents the kth 
element of To ( Wo A). n 
In particular, for T= W, 
12. W+WoA)> W20A, P) 
and for T= W-‘, 
13. W-‘o(WoA)>A, Wo(W-‘oA)>A. (49) 
In general, however, W-‘o(WoA)#Wo(W-‘oA), as can be shown by 
the same expansion as in the proof of (47). 
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4. ITERATION OF n-DIMENSIONAL VECTOR BALLS 
Let B denote an n X I vector ball, i.e. a vector set of d-dimensional balls, 
B1 c Cd (C/ ECd), 
Let WEc,x, be a given matrix. By the Minkowski-Walsh lemma, W acting 
on II3 by 0 results in another vector ball, say B, = W 0 B. Thus, one may 
consider a linear homogeneous iterative process 
I5 k+l= WOB,, k-0,1,2,. . . (51) 
with B,, a given vector ball as an initial condition. Since each iteration step 
produces a new vector ball, the convergence of the sequence { &}?_a will 
be defined in the following way: 
DEFINITION 2. A sequence of vector balls { &}&, is said to converge if 
both centers and radii of component balls converge: namely, 
,‘” cfk) = c(“) and jimm rfk) = rim), i = 1, . . . , n. (52) 
+ -f 
In what follows, we shall denote by 1 WI = (1 w,]) E R,,, a matrix associated 
with W. In addition, limk__ Wk, if it exists, will be denoted by A[ W]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Necessay and sufficient conditions for the convergence 
of an iterative process (51) fbr evey B, are that both limiti 
lim W”=A[ W], 
k+m 
kFm IWl”=A[lWl] (53 
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exist. In that case, the limiting vector ball, B, is given by 
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Proof. From the expansion 
Minkowski-Walsh lemma, 
6 
f-1 
WljBfk) = B ( 
n \ 
i: W4Cjk), jzl (Wljl’jt)l =B(C~k+l),rp+l)), 
i-1 
f-1 f-1 
and : =A[[WI] ; . 
r” -00 [I 64 T n 0 
of the right-hand side in (51) and the 
it follows that the vector of centers and the vector of radii are also governed 
by linear homogeneous iterative processes of the usual kind: 
and 
where the multiplication wticI means that each component of d X 1 vector ct 
is multiplied by the scalar wji. Backward iteration of equations (55) and (56) 
results in 
[ ::].+,-wk+j ;;I0 and [ ::l,,+v,~+‘[ ;]; (57) 
so that convergence is guaranteed if the limits in (53) exist. n 
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The asymptotic behavior of (57) is entirely determined by the eigenvalues 
of both matrices W and 1 WI. A useful relation between spectra of W and 
1 WI is given by 
THEOREM (Frobenius). Zf the matrices U E II%,, n and V E Cnx n sutisfy 
Iv*fl "%j vi,i. (58) 
then their spectral radii are related by means of 
PC V) < P( w (59) 
Setting W= V, I WI = U, one obtains the corollay 
P(W) < PWl)* (@4 
For a proof see [16, pp. 14-151. There are several possible combinations 
of P(W) and ~(1 WI): 
(4 641 WI) < 1. (61) 
This implies, by (60), that o(W) < 1, and hence both lirnk,,ci(k)_sO and 
lim,,, vi(k)+0. This can be written as l.irr~~+~ B, = 0. 
(b) P(l WI) = 19 P(W)<13 )W(>O. (62) 
Since I WI > 0 (a matrix with positive elements) then, as a consequence of 
Perron’s theorem (for a proof see [5, pp. 5%66]), L(I Wl)=p(IWI) is the 
simple root of the characteristic equation for I WJ with (strictly) maximum 
absolute value. Thus, limk+_ Wk = 0, limk.m I Wlk = A[1 WI] > 0. This implies 
that 
i.e., all the limit balls are centered at the origin. 
(4 P(I WI) = 1, P(W)<l, (WI>O. (W 
Here, we can distinguish between the irreducible and the reducible case. 
When I WI is irreducible (i.e., when there is no permutation matrix P such 
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that I’) W (P - ’ is in upper triangular block structure) there may be several 
eigenvalues, say h, with absolute value equal to k(] W]) = 1. However, they 
are all distinct, being h primitive roots of unity [5, p. so]. All other roots are 
smaller in absolute value. Hence, convergence to nonzero radii will occur 
only if h=l (this is a so-called primitive irreducible matrix [5, p. 801). 
Otherwise, for h > 1, ] W]” will remain bounded with no finite limit (“cy- 
cling”). 
When 1 W) is reducible, convergence will occur only if &,,(I WI) = 1 is the 
simple root of the minimal polynomial, and all other eigenvalues are smaller 
in absolute value. 
(4 dl WI) = 1, p(W)=l. (64 
This case is closely related to the possible characterization of the class of 
matrices for which equality in (60) holds. In [5, p. 571 there is a lemma which 
states that if I W I is irreducible, then p(IWJ)=p(W) iff W=e*DIW)D-’ 
where 9 = arg y, y being an eigenvalue of W, D = diag( e ‘*I, e ‘@a,. . . , e %), such 
that with Wy=yy, y=( yI,y2 ,..., y,,)‘, C#Q = arg yl. Irreducibility is important, 
since it implies ( yi( #O. In any case, the structure of Jordan blocks for both 
W and 1 W( will provide enough information for diagnosing convergence. 
Consider now a nonhomogeneous linear iterative process 
where G is a given vector ball, i.e. 
THEOREM 4.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence 
of the iterative process (65) f.w any G is that 
PO WI) < 1. (67) 
In this case, the limit vector ball is given by 
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Proof After the (k + 1)st step, B,, i has the following form: 
B k+l=(WOBO)k+l (69) 
where the notation ( W 0 PQk, A being any vector set, means 
(w~A)k=wo(w~...(w~A)~~~), (WOA)~=A. (70) 
The first term is precisely the solution of the homogeneous iterative process 
(51), and an investigation of the second term reveals the following: by the 
Minkowski-Walsh lemma, the jth term in the sum must be a vector ball, i.e., 
and consequently the sum is the vector ball 
It is welI known that p(( WI) < 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the (absolute) convergence of the second series in (72) and, by the Frobenius 
theorem (60), a sufficient one for the (absolute) convergence of the first 
series. However, ~(1 WI) < 1 implies, by (61), Iimk+_ (Wo BO)k-C1= 0, and the 
two matrix geometric series in (72) are easily calculated with the result 
shown in (66). n 
It is interesting to note that boundedness, or even convergence to zero, of 
W” may not suffice for the boundedness of the limit sets. Thus Theorem 
3.12 in [8, pp. l-311 cannot be applied to complex matrices. An explanation 
for this phenomenon can be found in subdistributivity property (4), which 
makes the complex Minkowski addition a nonlinear operation. Let D,, Ds C c 
be two discs with support functions S(D,,+), S(D,,+) respectively. If a,P E 
R’ and cp E [0,2~), then 
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while if a,P EC, 
which is clearly a nonlinear operation. 
The convergence of a nonautonomous iterative process, lEbk+r = W,B,@ 
G,, is much more involved. We shall only mention that convergence will 
occur if, for example, 6, c W is a bounded sequence of vector balls and 
(1 W,]] < 1, k >k,. Here )I * 1) denotes a matrix norm. 
5. COMPLEX MINKOWSKI ITERATION 
The results of the previous section can be used to study the same 
iteration process with more general sets. Let A,, A,, . . . , A,, cd?, be arbi- 
trarily bounded sets, and WE Cnxn be a given matrix. The vector set A, 
defined by 
, (75) 
may be regarded as an initial condition for a linear homogeneous iterative 
process 
A t+1= WQA,, k=0,1,2,... (76) 
where the operation 0 is defined in (43) and (44). 
The convergence of a complex Minkowski iteration (76) is more com- 
plicated than in the case of positive real W ( W > 0, W E R, xn) or in the 
case of balls (Sec. 4). Following the formulation introduced in [8], one is 
interested in locating the smallest compact sets that a process (76) ap- 
proaches as k+co. These sets, called w-limit sets, provide asymptotic infor- 
mation about a vector set sequence {A,} without actually computing it. It is 
often difficult to find o-limit sets exactly, and the next reasonable objective 
is to compute bounds for them. 
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DEFINITION 3. A vector set V = [V,, Vs, . . . , V,JT is said to be bounded iff 
each component 5, i = 1,. . . , n, is bounded; Vi c Cd is bounded iff there is a 
ball B( ci, 1;) c Cd which contains it; thus V is bounded iff V c I3 = [B( cl, rr), 
B(c,, rs). * * * , B(c,,, r,,)]r. The simplest case of boundedness of the sequence A,, 
generated by iterative process (7~9, is the convergence to the zero vector set. 
Let As be any bounded vector set (75) and Be any circumscribed vector ball. 
Then the necessary and sufficient condition for limk+_{ Ak} =O, for any 
bounded A,,, is that p(] W]) < 1. This result is a restatement of Theorem 4.1, 
case (a) [see Eq. (Sl)]. In the other cases we can only prove boundedness of 
o-limit sets. 
THEOREM 5.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the boundedness 
of the sequence {A,}, f or any bounded A,, generated by (76) is that 1 Wlk is 
bounded as k+m, or 
)Wlk<cQ. (77) 
Proof. Let B” = II& be any vector circumball for A,, namely, A, c Boo. 
This implies that A, = W 0 As c Wo Do = B’, by the property (7), and that 
B1 = BAl is a vector circumball for A,, by the Minkowski-Walsh lemma. A 
continuation of an induction step, or an iteration of the last inclusion, leads 
to the (k + 1)st step 
A k+lC @+l=@t+le 
Since lBk+ ’ and B” are related by 
(78) 
the iteration (51), it follows that 
$+ 1) ,.jk+ ‘), i = 1 , . . . , n, are related by means of Eq. (57). For the bounded- 
Aess df’radii, ) WIk should remain bounded as k+oo. But the boundedness of 
( Wlk implies the boundedness of Wk for all k, because ] Wk] < I Wlk, and 
hence the boundedness of centers. The necessity follows by considering 
inscribed vector balls, A,1 B, = B, and A,, 1 3 Bk+l = BAk+l’ The condi- 
tion of the boundedness of &+ 1 is exactly the same as in (77). H 
It should be noted that if convergence occurs, the boundaries of the 
limiting convex sets may contain infinitely many vertices even though the 
initial sets have only a finite number of vertices. This is the main distinction 
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from the case when W is a real nonnegative Markov matrix. Indeed, it is 
possible to show [13, p. 851 the following result: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A l,.,.,A,,cC1 be compact convex polygons with the 
number of vertices l,, . . . , 1, respectively. Then the number of vertices of A?‘, 
in (76), is bounded by 
n 
max (Zi)t<Z(k)<nk-l 
i=l.....ll ( 1 
2 li , i=I ,..., n, k=l,2 ,... . (7% 
i=l 
Proof. For any two plane convex polygons P, Q, the number of vertices 
of P Cl3 Q is bounded by Zr + IQ [13, p. 561. That implies that each set Ai(l) has 
the same upper bound on the number of vertices after the first iterative step 
in (76), 
max (ZJi <Z(r) < 2 Zi, 
i-l....,n 
i=l,...,n. PO) 
i-1 
The induction step on k, or iterating this bound k times, results in the right 
side of (79). The left-hand side corresponds to certain special sets or the 
special matrices. n 
REMARK. With an additional assumption that limk+m 1 Wlk =A[1 WI] ex- 
ists (which also implies limk__ Wk = A[ WI), with the condition (77), and 
with inclusions Bk C Ak C Bk, k = 0, 1,2,. . . , one may observe that o-limit sets 
are bounded and contained in the d-dimensional vector ammlar region 
(Fig. 6) 
I 
B( CA!“‘, rA!“‘)\B( CAi=q, r,[aq) 
B”O\B, = (81) 
where for circumballs 
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FIG. 6. 
and for inballs 
A study of the nonhomogeneous process is postponed until the next section, 
where a more general approach is undertaken. 
Finally, we note that the rotation averaging of Hadwiger [7, p, 1691 is a 
particular instance of the iterative process (76). 
6. BLOCK MINKOWSKI ITERATION 
By bringing together the ideas and results developed earlier, we arrive at 
a general iteration process. Let &,= [A,, . . . ,AJT, Ai c Cd be an arbitrary 
bounded set, and Wri, Wra, . . . , W,,,, E Cd xd be given matrices. Recall the 
definition (32) of W,,A, = { y] y = Wiia, a ~4); consider a homogeneous 
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iterative process 
63 W,,,,Aik), A@+‘) = W,,Aik@ . . . n 
sting with A, and written more compactly as 
A k+i= W’A,, k-0,1,..., (65) 
where W=(W,), &j-l ,..., n, is a block matrix. The next three lemmas and 
the theorem provide useful means for a study of (64). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let B(c,r)cCd be a ball, with the center cECd and the 
radiU.Y r>O, Ufld .kt-M Ec,jxd be U giVt?tl ?TlUtiX; then 
MB c Mc@[ p(M*M)]“%B(O, l), (66) 
where p(M*M) is the spectral radius of M*M, and B(0, 1) is the unit ball at 
the origin. The equality is attained iff M = aU, a E @ and U is a unituy 
matrix. 
Proof. 
MB(c,r)=M(c@rB(O,l))=Mc$rMB(O,l), 
where the last equality is a consequence of (33). The image of the unit ball 
under a linear transformation M: Cd+Cd is a convex set; it is a ball iff 
M=aU, aEc and uEQ)d,d is a unitary matrix. To see that, let x E B(0, 1) 
and y E MB(0, 1). The I] y]] = ]I MxJj, where I] * 1) indicates the Euclidean norm. 
If M=aU, then IIMxll -Ial (I &(I =]a] ]]x]], since U is an isometry. Thus, 
YE B(O,jaj). On the other hand, llMx/l -(M~,Mx)‘/~=[~*(M*M)z]~/~; M*M 
is a Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix which can be represented as 
M*M= vlcdiag(s,,..., sd)V, with Vuniw and 4>0, i-1 ,..., d. Therefore 
)( y](=[x*v+diag(s, ,..., sd)Vx]“‘=[z*diag(s, ,..., 8&]“2, wheren=VX, ZE 
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B(0, l), llzll= Ilrll. It follows that 
l/2 
II Yll = 
( 1 
iIiI +j12 < g-y d 1#‘2/141 =[P@wy2> >..., 
LEMMA 6.2 (Generalization of the Minkowski-Walsh lemma). Let 
W 1,“.,W”Ec=dxd be given matrices and B( cl, TJ, . . . , B( c,, T,,) c Cd be given 
balls. Then 
with equality iff Wi=qU,, ?E@ and Ui is a unitary matrix, j=l,..., n. 
Proof n-tuple application of Lemma 6.1, followed by the Minkowski- 
Walsh lemma (27). n 
Given any block matrix W = ( W,J, i, j = 1,. . . ,n, one may associate the 
matrix @>O, $EEIW,,~~, defined as 
[p(w&wll)]“2 *.a [P(w:nwln)l”2 
gY= (89) 
where My &,)I ‘I2 denotes the spectral radius of a polar form of matrix 
W,. 
For the sake _of completeness, we now quote a lemma and a theorem 
relating W and W. 
LEMMA 6.3 [16, pp. 72-731. For any mutrix M ECd xd, the function 
E(M)= [P(M*M)]“~ (W 
is a norm-the so-called small Euclidean mm or, as some authors call it, 
the spectral rwrm. 
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THEOREM 6.4 [lS, p. 531. If W=(W& i,i=l,..., n, is a block m&ix, 
and 
q?; 1:: f?J (91) 
P(W) Q(W). (92) 
then, f( WY) is any matrix norm (see [16, pp. 46-471 for the definition and 
extension of the norm to nonsquare matrices). This theorem is an extension 
of the Frobenius theorem (69) to block matrices. We now return to an 
investigation of the iterative process (65). Let B” be a vector circumball for 
an initial condition A,, that is, B”> A,. 
THEOREM 6.5. The homogeneous iterative process (85) 
(a) converges to the zero vector set if 
P(@<L (93) 
(b) is bounded, in the sense of Definition 3, if gk is bounded as k+oo, 
#r 
F.i7k<ca 64 
for any given bounded A,. 
Proof. This is essentially the same proof as in Theorem 5.1. Since 
A, c Do, then W 0 A, c W 0 Boo, where the inclusion holds componentwise. 
This time, however, W is a block matrix so that 
W~A,C W~UPCB (95) 
where the second inequality is a consequence of (66). More precisely, denote 
by Co, R” the vector of centers and the vector of radii of IDo, i.e., 
(96) 
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then 5’ is a ball given by 
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B’= WC”@5(0, 6R”) = B( WC’, +R”). (97) 
Continued action of W on both sides of (95) leads to 
A k+1=W4&Wd3kC5k+1 (98) 
with 
If p(W) < 1, it follows by (92) that p(W) < 1 too, so that both centers and 
radii converge to zero. That proves (a). If Wk is bounded as k+co, so is Wk; 
this is a consequence of the inequality (W’) < (FQk, since ((We))y= 
f(Z:,,W,, Wti) < Z:,, f(W,,)f(W,) = ((W)2),t, which in turn implies 
boundedness of centers, and (b) is proved. n 
Consider now a nonhomogeneous linear interative process 
A ,.+I= w” a, @6, k-0 1 , ,*a*, W) 
where Aa and 6 are any bounded vector sets. Let BG be a circumball for the 
vector set G, with CG and RG the vectors of centers and radii for BG. We 
shall only state the theorem, since a proof is a repetition of the material 
already presented. 
THEOREM 6.6. A nonhomogene~ iterative process (100) um0ergf3 f&r 
any G iff 
p(W) < 1. (101) 
The limit vector set is given by 
khw A, = + (1W 
The right-hand side of (102) can be explicitly bounded u&g Lemma 6.2: 
iem &&(I- w)-‘cG,(z- ti)-‘RG) WV 
with equality attained ijj! 
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(1) Each of the n2 entries W,t = att Vii, a# E C, and Uir is a unitary matrix, 
and 
(2) G is a vector ball set. 
7. MABKOVIAN ITERATION 
In this section we consider the iteration of vectors of sets where the 
iterating matrix is one of ergodic type. See, for example, [4] for background 
material. 
All sets will be compact subsets of Rd. As before, a vector of sets 
tJ=(U,,..., U,)* will undergo a transformation to a second vector of sets via 
the rule 
We shall restrict P to be real with positive elements and unit column sums. 
Under these conditions there is a vector 7r with positive entries and unit sum 
such that P”+?rer, [er= (1,. . . , l)]. 
A possible definition of iteration (for a given UC”)) is 
U(“) = p” 0 U(O)* 
(4 
It follows from the indicated properties of P that U(“)+re*o U’“. This may 
be considered as convergence to a vector of scaled averages of U(O): if 
$O)E (l/r) [ Up)@ - - - f3 @“)I, then Ire ‘0 U(O) = (a,rU(‘), 7r2r,Tuco), . . . 9r,rG(“))T. 
An alternative approach is to define 
u(n+ 1) = p 0 UC”), n > 0. 0-9 
We should make explicit that the iterates of (A) and (B) differ in general. 
Consider, for example, 
and UC”)-(U,U)‘, where U={O,l}cR’. Then according to (A) 
U(2) * p2 0 U”, = {O,~,l} 
[ 1 
{O,d,l) ’ 
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whereas under (B) we have first 
and then 
u(2) = p o u(l) e 
i 
{o,t~~,~.l} 
{O,f,~,;,l} 
Under an assumption of cmuexity it is possible to show that the iterates are 
identical. 
PROPOSITION. Let U(O) have conuex entries. The (A) and (B) yield the 
same sequence of iterates. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. We will show that if the (B) iterates 
uc”,Sp”O u”, aen u(n+l)=pn+l 0 U(O). For the moment, let Q= P”. We 
have 
Ui(“+l)=PJp)@. . * cl3P&p. PW 
By hypothesis, U,@)= @;_lQ+Uk @, which inserted into (104) yields 
Note that the several entries involving the convex Vi’) can be collapsed into 
a single term [by (5)] 
[ PilQlk + P12Q2k + . - - + p,,Q,] Ufi”’ = [ pQ],$Jf;‘). 
which yields the required U(“+‘)= P”+’ Q U(O). 
An immediate (indeed trivial) consequence is the following. 
THEOREM 7.1. Undo iteration (B), U(“)+ae’o U(O) if U(O) has c~tl)ex 
entries. 
We ask now how this result should be modified if UC’) fails to have 
convex entries. Let us recall some notation that we shall use again. If C is a 
compact subset of Rd, then co(C) denotes its convex hull. 
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The norm of C, written ]]C((, is defined to be maxzEc((x]], and the 
Hausdorff distance between C, and C, is denoted h( C,, C,). 
PROPOSITION (Shapley and Folkman [l, p. 3961). Suppose that Ci, i= 
1 ,..., N, are compact subsets with llCill <M<cQ. Then 
We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM 7.2. Under iteration (B), U(“)-+~e T 0 co( U(“)) in the setue that 
h( U,c”), [ne To co( Uco))],)+O fix each i. Here co( U(O)) = (co@‘)), . . . ,co(U~~)))‘. 
Proof. We will show that for each i 
h(ti~“),[P”~co(U(“))],)+O. 
This together with P-0 co( U(O))-me To co( U(‘)) (which is a consequence of the 
previous theorem) will constitute the proof. 
We recall that 
and further 
= P,,[ 4,Ui0)@ - * * @PJp] El.. * @P,,[ P,,~~O@l. . . @&O)] 
= P*,P,, up G3 P,,P,, up @ . * . a3 P,P*, up 
@ similar collections of terms in VA’), . . , , Uj’). 
Making use of the general facts that co( @$ ,Cr) = @f”-,co(C,) for any 
Cl,..., C, and that &,@/3C, = (a + p)C, for convex C, and cw,fi > 0, we 
have that 
CO( up) = [ P*,P,, + P,zPsl + - * - + P,P,] co( up’) 
@ terms in co( Uj’)), . . . , co( Uj’)) 
=[P”]aco(upp.*~ @[P”]*,co(up), 
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or 
co( U(2)) = P2 0 CO( U(O)). 
The situation for n > 2 is similar but more cumbersome, so we merely 
sketch the development: 
(a) co( UC”)) = P” 0 co( U(O)). 
(b) Each tern in the expansion of U/“) is an n-fold product of the Pq’s 
scaling a @I U, 
m=4lU~)ll~. 
and so is of nom <y^M, where maxP,,= y<l and M= 
(c) Applying the proposition to the expansbn of CT/“) and taking note of 
(b), we have 
h( Vi’“‘, co( Vi’“‘)) 4 y”Md 1’2. (106) 
(d) (a) and (c) yield 
h( U,c”), [ P” 0 co( U") ] i) < y “Md “2-+O. n 
We wish to thank E. Lutwak and the referee for a number of sign$cant 
suggestions. 
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